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Why are we going to the Moon?

Use the Moon and its resources to enable new space

flight capabilities

Advance science through the exploration of the Moon

and its surface as a platform to view the universe

Learn how to live and survive on planetary surfaces

Learn how to explore planets

Re-create our national capabilities for interplanetary

flight

We’re going to the Moon to learn the skills needed

to live and work productively on other planets
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Science in the Vision

Science enables the Vision

• Knowledge of planetary processes and history is needed
to plan human missions to the Moon and other
destinations

• Science informs the design and building of surface
systems, especially those needed for resource extraction
and processing

• Living and working off-planet is in itself a scientific
experiment

Science is enabled by the Vision

• Presence of people and machines on other bodies
permits new exploration

• New facilities, serviced by people and machines, are
possible as a result of permanent human presence

• Space-faring infrastructure created as a result of the
Vision supports new missions and destinations
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Overall Lunar Science Approach

Science on lunar missions is undertaken to advance our
understanding of the Moon and to gain experience in planetary
surface exploration and operation.

ESAS lunar science strategies based on Lunar Exploration Science
Working Group (LExSWG) themes:
• Formation of the Earth-Moon system

• Impact bombardment history of the Earth-Moon system

• Global differentiation of the Moon

• Origin and evolution of the lunar crust

• Thermal and magmatic evolution of the Moon

• Regolith formation

• Regolith record of solar history

• Nature of the lunar atmosphere

• The Moon as a natural laboratory for studying planetary processes
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LExSWG Science Themes

In the 1980s and 1990s, the Lunar Exploration Science Working
Group (LExSWG) considered the “state” of lunar science in light
of continuing analysis of Apollo data and data from follow-on
missions such as Clementine
In 1992 and 1995, the group wrote up a series of reports in which they

detailed the high-level science themes still unanswered as of 1995,
and proposed a variety of robotic and human missions appropriate to
addressing these questions

These themes form the basis for determining the requirements to
support future scientific exploration of the Moon

In 2005, the Lunar Exploration Advisory Group (LEAG) was formed
to update the LExSWG work for the present effort
At present, several teams have been formed, but no published results

have been produced yet
Basic assumption of the LEAG is that previous reports correctly outlined

the principal problems and issues to be addressed in lunar science
Special Action Team (SAT) formed to consider types of science to be

done on human missions as part of the ESAS
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Candidate site selection and ranking based on outstanding scientific problems

and issues, geological and operational opportunities, and scientific diversity

Sortie Mission Candidate Sites

for Lunar Science

Ancient basin filled with very young lavas. Limb site has periodic

Earth eclipses

Mare Smythii:  Young limb mare, ancient basin,

limb site

Young, well-preserved basin, uplifted crust in rings, basin melt sheet

– address cratering history.  Limb site has periodic Earth eclipses

Orientale basin floor: inner basin melt sheet and

rings, mare, limb site

Ancient lunar crust, far from effects of recent large basins, evaluate

far side astronomical possibilities

Central far side highlands:  primordial crust,

magma ocean anorthosites, SPA basin ejecta

Age of youngest mare lavas for thermal evolution, calibrate cratering

flux, regolith growth and evolution on young surface

Oceanus Procellarum: youngest maria, cratering

flux calibration, regolith studies

Regional pyroclastic deposits with complex vent structure, mature

ash deposits, possible xenoliths near vent.

Rima Bode:  Regional pyroclastics, mantle

xenoliths

Complex geological structure, ancient crustal rocks, pre-mare

volcanism, basin ejecta, young mare, red pyroclastics, young crater

material

Aristarchus plateau: Diverse terrain and

geology, Imbrium basin materials, non-mare and

mare volcanism, crater mechanics

Floor of biggest, oldest basin on Moon, far side crust and volcanic

deposits, evaluate use of far side for radio astronomy

Far side SPA floor: basin floor material (melt

sheet), mare materials, far side radio astronomy

Investigate basin massifs of SPA (ancient crust, melt rocks, cratering

history), volatiles in dark regions sample ancient comets,

astronomical instruments have continuous view of galactic center,

Magellanic Clouds

Lunar South Pole: Volatiles and polar

environment, South Pole-Aitken (SPA) basin

geology, southern celestial hemisphere view

RationaleSite/Science Objectives
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Candidate Landing Sites

1. South Pole -- (LAC 144) rim of Shackleton, 89.9 S, 180 W

2. Far side SBA floor -- (LAC 133) near Bose, 54 S, 162 W

3. Aristarchus plateau -- (LAC 39) north of Cobra Head, 26 N, 49 W

4. Rima Bode -- (LAC 59) near Bode vent system, 13 N, 3.9 W

5. W/NW Tranquilitatis -- (LAC 60) north of Arago, 8 N, 21 E

6. North Pole -- (LAC 1) rim of Peary B, 89.5 N, 91 E

7. Oceanus Procellarum -- (LAC 75) inside Flamsteed P, 3 S, 43 W

8. Central far side highlands -- (LAC 50) near near Dante, 26 N, 178 E

9. Orientale basin floor-- (LAC 91) near Kopff, 19 S, 88 W

10. Mare Smythii -- (LAC 63) near Peek, 2.5 N, 86.5 E
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Charge to the SAT

LEAG was asked to form a Special Action Team (SAT) to analyze science issues

that could drive human mission architectures. The boundaries are that there will

be sorties first (3-7 days), perhaps three of them, followed by an outpost (30-90

days, or longer). The SAT was asked to address these questions:

1. What sites are most important for human sorties?

2. What are the most important science activities at those sites (lunar science, biology,

astronomy, ISRU, etc. are all in play). Assume that the science can be accomplished in a week

and that there will be no requirement to return to a site.

3. How should NASA select an outpost site, and should the process be coupled to the sortie-

class missions that precede it?

4. What science objectives must humans accomplish at an Outpost mission? NASA requests a

strong rationale for the highest priority science and identification of any unique or

groundbreaking science.

5. What operational requirements are there for those high-priority science activities, for both

sorties and outpost? What are the mobility requirements? What are the relative roles of

humans and robots, how much teleoperation vs EVA? Is there a role for rovers after

astronauts leave a specific site? What do the science activities imply for power requirements

on the lunar surface?
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Lunar Science and Exploration

The human exploration program advances science at every

step:

• Human sorties would offer new opportunities for a broad range of

scientific studies

• Sustained human presence at a lunar outpost opens new scientific

vistas for cutting edge science

• Robotic and telerobotic missions enhance science return

The science of the rocks and regolith of the moon is the

foundation for lunar resource assessment

Significant synergism exists among types of scientific studies

Well integrated science objectives will maximize scientific

return
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Sustained Human Presence…

…Is important for many scientific studies:

• Long-duration science studies (lunar geology and geophysics,
astrobiology, biological studies)

• Global access for geology and geophysics, servicing astronomical
observatories, biological science

• Contamination studies for planetary protection

…Requires use of lunar resources

• Fuel/power for surface science operations (including robotic sample
returns, rapid transport of humans to sites far from outpost)

• Raw ingredients for life support and outpost maintenance

• Commercial possibilities could lead to sustained lunar activities

…Requires understanding the integrated biological effects of dust,
low gravity, and radiation

…Develops and demonstrates capabilities for people to go
elsewhere in the Solar System
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Significant Scientific Advances

Bombardment of the Earth: Consequences for Life

• Moon uniquely records bombardment history of inner Solar System; still poorly

understood.

• Duration and intensity of “late heavy  bombardment” of early Earth and Mars is key to

understanding early environments and life, including timing of “impact frustration” of

life’s origins.

• Episodicity of later impactor flux and impactor-induced mass extinctions shaped (and

will shape?) evolution of multi-cellular life.

• Return to Moon to nail down timing of “late heavy bombardment”  recommended by

NRC in The Astrophysical Context of Life

Lunar Interior Processes and History

• Interior of the Moon is poorly characterized

• Interior composition and structure is essential to determining the composition of the

Moon, the dynamics of the mantle, and the Moon’s thermal history

• Central for understanding the processes involved in lunar origin
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Significant Scientific Advances

Scientific treasure in the permanently shadowed polar

environment:

• Almost completely unexplored

• Environment utterly unlike equatorial Moon

• Environment is similar to conditions in interstellar space and Oort cloud

(silicate grains, cosmic rays UV radiation, temperature fluctuations

• A natural laboratory for understanding environments not accessible to

us at present

Regolith as a recorder of the Sun’s history

• Read the four-billion year record of the sun and galaxy recorded in the

lunar regolith

• Apollo data hint at nuclear processes in Sun not predicted by current

models of stellar evolution
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Significant Scientific Advances

Contributions to Biomedicine

• Lunar expedition biomedical discoveries and terrestrial biomedical

advances are synergistic

• Determine fundamental mechanisms causing genomic damage

• Novel approaches to study & address earth-based pathogenesis and

environmental health hazards

Using the Moon’s Resources:

• Fundamental advances in science associated with resource extraction

greatly enhances human exploration capabilities on the Moon, cislunar

space, and eventually for the exploration of Mars

Astronomy:

• Ultra deep field: Potential additional approach for observing first stars to

form in the universe (beyond JWST)

• Low frequency radio astronomy opens up new wavelength range
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Robotics and Telerobotics

Mitigates risks to human explorers and increases crew efficiency

Many jobs can be done at least partly with robots:

• Site surveys for astronomical facilities

• Background measurements before human contamination

• Assessment of volatiles in permanently shadowed regions

• Deployment of simple geophysical and biological packages

Robotic studies can precede human landings at sortie or outpost sites and can

continue after humans leave sortie sites

Permits interpolation and extrapolation of in-depth science accomplished by

human missions

Pre-crew emplacement of equipment and facilities, including Lunar Resource

Development plants

Telerobotics for some geologic and biological field work (astronauts safe in

shielded habitat)

Telerobotics is one component for providing global access

• Feed forward to exploration of Mars using teleoperation from a single Mars

human landing

Telerobotics technology exists, but requires investment to use extensively on

the Moon and Mars
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Synergism Among Science Studies-1

Example 1: Site selection:

• For either sorties or outpost, a geologically diverse site is desirable

Numerous geological problems to work on over long period

Chemically and physically diverse regolith for biological studies

Example: Aristarchus plateau has unusual highland rocks, basaltic lava

flows, and basaltic pyroclastic (glassy) deposits

Diversity of geologic features of interest to all lunar scientists (but atypical in

terms of global composition)

Biology for soil hazard studies

Buried regolith for studying solar history

ISRU (especially the glass deposits for O2 extraction)
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Synergism Among Science Studies-2

Example 2: General lunar science and astrobiology:

Effect of solar variability

on life

Regolith dynamics,

nature of regolith-

bedrock interface;

engineering

History of the Sun

Test for episodicity in

extinction events

Flux through time; impact

hazards; calibration of

lunar stratigraphy

Bombardment during the

development of multi-

cellular life

Effect on origin and early

evolution of life on Earth

Flux and composition of

projectiles; test for spike

in bombardment rate

Early bombardment

history

AstrobiologyLunar/Planetary ScienceProblem
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Synergism Among Science Studies-3

Example 3: Need for global access and robust infrastructure

• Deployment of a global geophysical network

• Direct study of many geologically interesting sites

• Astrobiological studies benefit from numerous sites to study bombardment,

history of the Sun

• Access to new types of non-terrestrial or free-space astronomical

observatories for installation and servicing:

Optical/infrared in polar regions

Radio telescopes (far IR and mm wavelengths and long wavelengths, < 30 MHz)

on far side (shielded from Earth RFI)
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Critical Surface Activities

Critical activities are defined by a combination of:

• Priority of science investigation

• Operational considerations

• Sequence in which activities are logically done

• Extent to which they feed forward to Mars exploration

Activities have not been placed in priority order

Purpose is to aid in development of reference
missions
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Critical Surface Activities

Deploy biological instruments and experiments, and retrieve samples

from them

• Understanding integrated effects of radiation, low gravity, and dust on biological

systems essential to sustained human present on other planets and in space

• Understanding bioreactivity of lunar soil

• Understanding extent of bio-organic contamination of environment helps design

systems for Mars exploration

Deploy geophysical and environmental instruments and experiments

• Study of near subsurface important for resource extraction and basic science

• Each landing site becomes part of a global network to understand bulk properties

of the Moon

• Evaluate lunar environment for astronomy and remote sensing observations of

Earth

• Needed for understanding low-frequency radio interference from Earth, essential

for establishment of low-frequency radio telescope array
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Critical Surface Activities

Study of regolith to identify optimal site for resource extraction

experiments

Investigate physics and chemistry of ISRU processes

Observations and sampling by humans of subsurface revealed

by resource extraction equipment

• Helps us understand the relation between variations in regolith

properties and efficiency of resource extraction systems

• Makes synergistic use of excavated materials for high-priority scientific

studies
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Critical Surface Activities

Geological field studies

• Uses human powers of observations and analysis to unravel geological
history of field site

• Obtain optimal set of samples for chemical and chronological analysis
(essential to addressing major geological and astrobiological goals)

Industrial manufacturing experiments

• Products, not just raw materials, will be used on Moon or exported to
other destinations in space

• Ambitious scientific installations such as advanced astronomical
observatories on the Moon or in space require metals for the framework
and surface of mirrors

• Specific examples:

Produce small prototype of liquid-mirror optical telescope

• Sustained presence on the Moon is helped by establishing a thriving
manufacturing industry
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Critical Surface Activities

Experiments in teleoperation from both lunar outpost and Earth

• Humans should be able to go anywhere on the Moon, but:

• Teleoperation may be the most cost-effective way of obtaining global access for

geological studies

• Time delay must be short (no more than the 2.5 second delay between Earth and

Moon) to make use of human observational skills

• Global exploration of Mars will require teleoperation of rovers placed far from an

outpost

• If rovers that carry humans are equipped for teleoperation (with autonomous

control of some functions), they can be used after the crew leaves site of a sortie

mission

Test scientific experiments and techniques with application to Mars,

for example:

• Active seismic sounding

• New instrumentation for in situ analysis (dust detectors, mass spectrometers for

atmospheric studies)
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Conclusions

SAT study is provisional and in outline form (very much as is the

ESAS itself)

• Needs to be carefully considered by the scientific community and modified

and extended accordingly

• Some disciplines were not given enough detailed consideration (e.g., Earth

observations from the Moon)

• Priorities should be established for specific problems and activities

Science should be opportunistic and take advantage of new

capabilities to the maximum extent possible

• Exploration is broader than science; real mission is to learn how to live and

work off-planet

• Capabilities generated by the Vision enable new levels of scientific

exploration

The Vision will create a new renaissance in space science; we

have the opportunity to define a plan to maximize our return


